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T}Th CONSUCTION OF A MODEL OF A 
HIGH SPEED VD TUINEL 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a result of the vowing popularity of the aeronautical 

enguierin division at Orogon State College, and the deficiency 

j_n this division's laboratory facilities, the idea of a speciafly- 

designed vdnd tunnel was conceived and accomplished by Mr. Edward 

fl. Shields in hi thesis, "ts±gn of a Wind Tunnel for the Oregon 

State College Aeronautical Laboratory." It is in the interest of 

the continuation and delopment of Mr. Shields' work that the 

author has selected as a thesis project the construction of a 

scale model of this tunnel. 

There were several important considerations leading to the 

selection of this construction as the next phase in the devolopnt 

of the Oregon State College wind tunnel. Financially, the cost of 

buildiri the tunnel, as designed by Mr. Shields, is prohibitive, due 

to the present high material and labor costs. Furthermore, the 

feasibility of building the full-size tunnel, dth the corresponding 

outlay of a considerable sum of money, rithout further investigation 

into the desi characteristics, was considered highly questionable. 

The most practical means of determining the gonoral characteristics 

of a wind tunnel have been found to be the construction and testing 

of a small-scale model. The practicality of this decision was 

2ither strengthened by the author's plan to make the model 

construction flexible in nature, in order that entire sections could 



be removed aiid replaced by other 8ections of particular interest. 

Because of the incorporation of this feature in the construction of 

the scale model, it d11 actually serve a dual purpose; providing 

the information desired for the Shields' desIgn, and serving as a 

permanent laboratory test installation. 

ntion should be made of' the fact that there is a definite 

litatIon in the type of tests than can he run with the smaU-nodel 

vdnd tunnel. The usefulness of model tunnels is largely restricted 

to the indication of' general trends in tunnel design characteristics. 

However, from the standpoint of student instruction, quantitative 

results are not particularly necessary. 

Considerable care has been taken to make the scale model as 

exact a replica of' the proposed wind tunnel as was physically 

possible. The model was built to a scale of oneIghth of the 

full-size tunnel. This reduces the tvo by four foot test section of' 

the tunnel to a model test section of three by six inches. om 

this it is easily seen that there are certain physical limitations 

as to the extent to hich the duplication can be carried in the 

model of the original design. The indicated changos thereby 

necessitated are, however, relatively minor, and are insignificant 

from the standpoint of the resultant tunnel characteristics. 

II (BBAL !E::BIREvENTS 

In general, it is necessary that the model tunnel, as a finished 

product, be as near a scaled duplication of the original tunnel design 

as possible This has been managed quite effectively by a painstaking 
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study of construction techniques by the author before initiation o1 

construction activlty, 

From the standpoint of student itruction, and airflow study, 

it is required that as much of the tunnel interior be accessible to 

the eye as is feasible from the constructional viewpoint. This 

means the use of some transparent material for the top panels in all 

rectilinear sections. It would also indicate the desirability o± 

making ali test section panels from a transparent material. 

It is considered essential to keep the cost of construction of 

the model at a miniaum, due to the limited funds available for this 

purpose. To avoid excessive costs, careful study of each phase of' 

the construction is essential. This indicates the necessity of 

making certain compromises with respect to materials and equipment. 

The optinin combination of quality of material, equipment, and cost 

will then be the criteria unon which a scale selection is based. 

In the interest of versatility, it Is necessary to construct 

and assemble the model tunnel in such a manner as to facilitate 

removal and replacement of entire sections. Consequently, the 

section joints must be made in such a way as to seal coletely 

when clamped together, and yet be easily and quickly removable. 

All major sections of the model must be accessible through 

detachable panels for purposes of' general maintenance and periodic 

adjustments. 
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III. GEEFÂL DESCRIPTION 

The model wind tunnel is o the closed-jet, closed-etreult 

type1 and is constructed to a scale of one-eighth full size. 

Plywood, sheet riet1, and P1erig1a aro used in the fabrication of 

the ti,sne1 sections. 

The overall densions o1 the model are : 6 inchea in length, 

29 inches in width, and 12 thche in height. 

The test section is three inches high, six inches iide, and 

nine inches long. All panels of the test section are made of 

Plexiglas, with the top panel being removable for purposes of model 

replace!ent and acljustiient. 

Lmmedïately after the test section is a sheet metal transition 

section which is, in effect, a diffuser section. This section expands 

from a rectangular three by six inch cross section to a circular six 

and one-quarter inch section in a length of fifteen inches. The 

tunnel static vents are located on the rectangular end of this section. 

The circular end attaches to the fan safety ring tthich is o1ded 

;s a safety precaution for operating personnel. The ring is made 

from six inch metal piping cut and machined to the desired dirensions. 

It. provides protection by a constant wall thicies of threeighths 

of an inch, 

To return from the circular section adjoining the safety ring 

to a rectangular section, another sheet metal transition section is 

used, this time passing from the six and one-fourth inch circular 

section to a square, six inch section. 
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The square nd of the transition eetion irentioned attch to 

a 180 decree, six by 31x inch p1oodP1xig1as elbow duct. The 

side and bottom panels of this elbow dutt are made of one-half inch 

Plexiglas. The airflow is directed throagh the lEO degree tirr by 

two sets of sheet iietal vanes. These vanes are nade of 0.025 of an 

inch, 24 ST alunwn sheet, and are one and oneihth inches in 

radius, wlth 0.706 of an Inch ap distance. 

A large plywood.Plexiglas retirn diffuser section connecte the 

above-mentioned 3)30 de'oe elbow to a second 10 degree elboff, 

running the length cf the rear side of îo tiunel, This diffuser 

increases tnjfonly from the six by ir inch section to a nine by 

twelve Inch section in a length of 44 Inches. Sides and bottoms are 

of halfInch plywood constructIon, thile the top is of three-eighths 

inch Plexiglas for both the diffuser and the large end duct. The 

vanee in this end duct are of the same material as that used for 

the vanes of the other elbow duct. They have a two and one.eighths 

inch radius, and a gap distance of 1.4]. inches. 

The contraction section connects the second elbow duct with 

the test section. This section is made from aheet metal, as were 

the two transitIon sectIons nentioned previously. As in the original, 

the contraction ratio is six to one, the entrance area being 108 

square inches and the discharge area 18 square inches. 

Al]. interior tunnel dimensions stated in the foregoing discussion 

aro sca].ed dovn from the dinensions of the original design. 

To facilitate minor periodic adjustnents and general maintenance, 

the ?lexiglas top panels of the tro elbow ducts and the rear differ 



section re reiovable, being sealed by falt stripping and wood 

screws along the butt joints. The Plexiglas top panels were 

provided for visual study of airflow patterns, and for general 

inspection purposes. 

Since the model turn-id sections cre required to be removable 

for purposes of interchangeability, the connection joints are flanged 

and. bolted together either by a series of carriage bolts or machine 

screms, depending upon the construction niaterial of the sections 

being joined. Each of these joints is sealed by felt gasketing. 

The turning vanes in the elbow ducts are installed in very 

much the same raanrier as prescribed in the specifications for the 

full-size tunnel. There are a few minor variations, however. The 

five-eixteenths of an inch studs aro slotted and soldered to the vane 

ends. The varies are then held in place by nuts. It can readily be 

seen that the tightening of the nuts on the opposite ends of the vane 

will introduce a tendency for twist in the vanes, due to their 

necessarily thin cross section. This tendency has been virtually 

eThninated by the slotting of the exposed ends of the studs, in order 

that the stud can be : Id by a screw driver ile the nut is being 

tightened, thus preventing rotation of the stud and subsequent twist 

of the vane. Due to the stiffness of the vane saterial, and the 

relatively short length of the vane as coimpared to its chord length, 

little vihrational difficulty is anticipated. The vane extrenties 

are effectively held rid by end pressures exerted on the vane by 

the tunnel valls as the vanes are tightened, thus rninuirizing any 

vibrational tendency that may exist. Thch vane is easily adjustable. 
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This is accomplished mercly b loosening the nuts at the ends of 

vanes and adjusting the vane by 'otat1on of the end stiis vdth a 

screw driver. 

The 'thd tunnel impeller is powered by an rmy P-1 type 24-30 

volt, 200 ampere aircraft generator, rin as a direct current motor. 

This motor is capable of delivering from three to five horsepower 

to the impeller, The direct current supply is prode by a second 

p-1 type aircraft generator, driven by a ten horsepower, alternating 

current, squirrel-cage induction motor. The ten horsepower motor is 

powered by a 220 voit line supply. The direct current motor is 

mounted outside t.he tunrìeJ., driving the impeller directly by means 

of a half-inch shaft. Irrpeiler speed is controlled by means of a 

inanuaUy-operated field rheostat. A nccilc hub shroud is provided 

to direct airflow in the impeller region, and serves also as a 

covering for the shaft bearIng housing and impeller retaining ring. 

The forward portion of the shroud is attached to the impofler ring. 

It is essentially nothing more than a small propeller spinner. The 

rear portion is retained in positIon by attachzient to the interior 
bearing housing supports. The irrpeller has eight detachable blades. 

The blades have NACA 4412 sections, and chords are l. inches at the 

root and 1.3 inches at the tip. The blade length is 1.53 inches, 

vith an additional seven-eighths of an inch shank length. 

t this point lt may be of intere3t to note that soretbing of 

a cornoarison of relative Derformance may be drawn between the scale 

model and the original. ir. Shields indicated that an expression, 

termed the energy ratio, serves as measure o± tunnl performance. 
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The energy ratio is, in effect, the ratio of kinetic energy per 

second in the air stoani at the working section, to the energy per 

second at the powerplant shaft, which, . Shields showed, was 

reduceable to the expression: 

Tihere, 

there, 

- 

= estimated overall eiTiciency = 0.713 

.= AHq = 0.274 (for niodel). 

AH = total tunnel pressure drop 

q0 s test section drnaiiic pressure. 

The calculation of the model tunnel energy ratio ie1d a value 

o:f 2.6 as compared to a value of 2.23 for the original tunnel doeign. 

This Duld seem to xtdicate that the model tunnel may be expected to 

gi- better perforiance characteristics than the original, which may 

not necessarily be a valid aeuption, principally because the same 

overall efficiency has been assumed. Such an asamnption is not 

entIrely justifiable since the model fan efficiency, clue to its small 

size (six inches in diameter), may be consider-ably less than that 

for the original tunnel design. 

Drarin;s in the appendix of this thesis give all details oi' 

the model tinnel that are bacically different froiu those incor;oorated 

in '. Shields' theSis. Thrare as follows: 
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jg1ith-$ize Model Vind Tunnel 

Subject awing No. 

Overall arrangement 100106 
Plan detail 100107 
Detail fan safety ring and fan 100108 

IV. SPECIAL DESIGN C0NSIDERÊTIONS 

A. Powerplant and drive. 

The basic consideration upon which the success and dev1opment 

of this model tunnel rested was the availability and the expense 

involved in procuring a suitable power1ant. Because of this the 

scale of the model was actually decided upon only after a satisfactory 

power plant vus obtained. 

Obviously, the powerplant size was one element in the model 

construction that could not be scaled dom. It was, therefore, 

necessary to make a series of aproximations as to power requirements 

for different scale sizes, and determine thon the power needed for 

each scale size to give relatively the same tunnel characteristics 

as those given by the full-size tunnel. It was finafly decided that 

the needed tunnel characteristics could he obtained with a one- 

eighth size tunnel, and a drive capable of furnishing 3.5 horsepower 

to the impeller. A search was made resulting in the findr of a 

ten horsepower, alternating current, 60 cycle, three-phase, 220 volt, 

squirrel-cage induction motor. Prther checks into the possible 

scale sizes for use with this power supply resulted in the ultimate 

selection of the one-eighth size model. 
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A moro satisfactory motor for the purosos of the powerplant 

design for this model tunnel could not have been found, since a 

squirrel-cage induction motor is substantially a constant speed motor, 

having about five to ten percent drop in speed from no load to 

full load (1, p.190-196). 

In order to provide for the relatively sensitive impeller 

speed control required in this type of installation, a modified 

Ward-Leonard power supply system was designed (see iring diagram 

in aendix). Essentially, the original system makes use of two 

¡enerators driven by an alternating current motor. These generators 

furnish the field and armature supply for the direct current, 

impeller drive motor. The modified system used for this tunnel is 

fundamentally the same, vdth the exception that the field supply 

generator was obviated. This vs considered permissible in this 

design as the aircraft type generators used furnish their on field. 

The alternating current induction motor drives an Army P-1 type, 

30 volt, 200 aipere aircraft generator, which in turn furnishes the 

armature and field supply for a second P-1 type generator being 

driven as a direct current motor. This direct current motor then 

drives the wind tunnel impeller. The output of this motor is 

figured to vary from three to five horsepower, depending upon the 

speed at which it is operated. 

The full-size tunnel design calls for an indirect V-belt 

drive for the impeller. This is, in the ease of the model tunnel, 

impractical, of course. Therefore, it was necessary to design a 

special drive for use in this installation. From a practical 
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standpoint, the only logical means of driving the impeller wa by 

nioans of a direct shaft drive. This meant running the sha±'t through 

the end of the rnall 130 degree elbow duct along the central axis to 

the impeller, with one bearing support on the interior near the 

impeller and another just outside the tunnel. It also necessitated 

the cutting of portions from the vanes to make way for the shaft. 

Shaft design equations (2, p.292-294) were used in the calculation 

of the shaft size and the inimun length between bearing supports. 

The shaft size from power transmission considerations, was not 

critical-calculations yielding a value of 0.19 of an inch for the 

shaft diameter. The required shaft size could be cleternined from 

knowing the length of shafting needed between supports. This 

calculation showed that threeighths of an inch coniercial steel 

shafting would be satisfactory. As a practical matter, hover, the 

shaft size of one-half înch diaiter used in this dri was chosen. 

This shaft design was checked for critical speed, that is, the 

steed at which the number of revolutions per second of the shaft is 

equal to the frequency of its natial vibration (3, p.5l-52O). 

The critical speed was found to he approximately 3900 revolutions 

per minute (assuming an impeller weicht of four pounds). A double- 

roll, self-aligning, five-sixteenths of an inch SIOE baU bearing was 

used in each bearing support for the shaft, These bearings are 

mounted in housings made from two inch steel bar stock, vdth holes 

drilled and reamed through the center to accomodate the bearings. 

The bearing housing on the interior of the tunnel is secured to the 

inner wall of the safety ring by means of four, one-eighth of an inch 



strap fron spokes, each mounted at 45 derees from the horizontal 

cerer line of the tunnel. It should he noted that this makes 1t 

virtually impossible for the impeller to shift with respect to the 

safety ring. The external heartng housing is tied to the tunnel 

platform and to the motor mount by means ol' one-eighth of an inch 

strap iron str1, giving it latera]. as efl as vrti'al rigidity. 

B. Lmpefler safety rthg. 

The original tunnel design calls for a safety ring made of 

reinforced concrete, This vould be impractical for the scale model, 

since the interior dimension of the safety ring is only six and one- 

quarter inches in diameter It was therefore decided that the ring 

should be made from half-inch, hot.''olled, steel plate, thich be 

heated, forged, welded, and machined to the oper dimensions. 

However, this pian was abandoned when it was found that six-inch 

steel pipe as available which could be machined to size in a 

relatively few miber of operations, This ring s mad.e to fill 

the entire gap between the two sheet metal transition sections fore 

and aft of the fan plane. In the delds' design part of this gap 

was taken b a circular sheet metal section. This 'vus impossible 

and tmîractical in the model since the distance Is ohly in the order 

of teo to three inches. The wider safety ring was considered 

highly desirable from the design standpo±nt, as well as for added 

safety considerations. This eater width made possIble the mounting 

of the interior bearing housing directly to the inner wafl of the 

safety ring, the adntage of which has been mentioned in the 
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ìeeed±n section of this chuter, 

C. Uer de3in. 

The entire Lznpi1er design procedure outlined in '. Slielda' 

thesis had. to be carried through for the model tunnel due to the 

unpredictab1 nature of scale effect on the blade fore8. The 

author hac oricna1Iy planned to send the impeller specifications 

to sotne iiarntfacturing concern and have it nade to ordor, provided it 

could be done without entailing the great an expense, Hovever, no 

ianuÍactDrer could he foui that could roduce a fan of the reqiired 

specifications without iaking pecia1 dies, or forms, ch woi1d 

in itself entail a reat dea]. of expense. As a conseuenco, this 

be discarded recently, leaving the author faced 'vTith 

the necessity of constructing the impeller himsslt'. To give the 

reader something of an idea of the work iñvolved, it might he wefl 

to state the enera1 impeller specifications that had ta be satisfied. 

The ììpe11er is to be (.0625 inchs In dia . eter, tth a rinirni.i blade 

1enrth of 1.5 inches; it muet be designed to run at speeds of up to 

10,000 revolutions per ninute; it must be capable of absorbing up to 

fI-ve horepower and it nrnst have a tiithmm hi.th (retaining ring) 

diameter of 2.5 inches. Â iray weil he seen this was one f the 

most difficult prob1es encountered in the ixroject. 

As in the Shieldst design, the L'ipel1er blades for the model 

tunnel were made using NACA 4412 airfoil sections. To obtain the 

desired blade area, eight blados '1th a root chord of 1. inches, and 

a tip chord of 1.3 inches were required. Th blade span was, of 
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necessi.ty, et at the niinrt of 1.53 inches. It was coniderod 

iipractica1 to 1ve the blade any tv1st î1th o thort a span. 

Strength requirements dictated a shank iieter of approximately 

one-fourth of an inch. This ras increasc3. to three-eïghths of an 

inch to take care of ìoisib1e stros raisers in the shank-o-b1ade 

section. flue to the neoe3arily sinail size required for the retaining 

r.ng and the relatively small (ha1fnch) shaft, it as decIded that 

the rina hou1d be threaded onto the shaft and held irA position by a 

nut, rather then kejing it to the ahaft. Left hand threads aro 

necessary here sinco the impeller rotates in a o1ocksise direction, 

1ookin toward the shaft end of the drive The bladee are anchored 

to the retaining ring by screwing the shanks into tapped radial 

holes in the ring. After the blade set at the desired angle, a 

thin-head nut on the blade shank is tihtened against the ring to 

hold the blade in oosltion dimring fan balancing operatíon. Th fan 

can be balanced by drilling away some of the metal retathing ring 

material on its periphery. hen the balancing of the frpe11er ha8 

been completed, smiaU pins are inserted frou the edge of th eaíety 

ring through the ends of the blade shanks, timereby ho1din: the blade 

at the exact prescribed an4o. It is believed that this impeller 

desigi wiU be satisfactory for the purposes for which the tunnel 

has been built. 
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V. CONSTRUCTIONAL REQUDENTS AND ThCHNIQUS 

A. Choice of materIals. 

The major consideration in the construction of the model wind 

tunnel sections was not structural strength requirements, as it was 

in the case of the fuil-size tunnel. The controlling factor in the 

choice of structural material size is, in this instance, a matter of 

obtaining material of a thickness large enough to make the fabrication 

physically possible. From the strength consideration alone panels of 

one-half of an inch in thicess or less would be satisfactory. 

Itowever, the procurement of fasteners sufficiently small to be used 

with this wefLht of material is impossible. For this reason it was 

necessary to go to materials with a nininuri thïcirness of threo 

eighths to one-half of an inch. 

Lteria1 choice was fw'ther restricted by the necessity of 

using material ithich could be finished t.o ve the smoothest surface 

nossible. 

The vsua1 requirements for the tunnel, as well as the element 

of cost also entered into the material selection. 

The optimum combination of the above factors resulted in the 

selection of one-half inch, water-x'esistant plywood for the side and 

bottom panels, and the selection of threeighths of an inch 

Plexiglas for the top panels of aU rectilinear sections, with the 

exception ol' the test section. Visual requirements necessitated the 

use of 'lexig1as for all four sides of this section. Sheet metal was 

selected for the contraction and transition sections, due to the 
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complex nature of these shapes. 

B. T2Li2t5. 

For the size and type of material selected, the only 

practicable iethod of jointing the plywood pahels of the plywood- 

Plexiglas sections was to butt there together, securing them wfth 

g1u and wood screws. The glue serves a dual purpose of atin as a 

seal as wefl as a binding agent. 

The purpose for which the turmel was built renders the 

Instaflation of removable sectional joints mandatory. This ha been 

accomolished by flanging the ends of each of the plywood-Plexiglas 

sections with one by one inch oak strips. The sheet metal sections 

while lugs are provided on the fan safety ring 

for attachment purposes. The joints are clanped together by a 

series of carriage bolts for the plywood-Plexiglas joints, and by 

machine screws l'or the metal-tonetal joints. A seal is obtaIned 

at each of these sections by the use of oneighth of an inch felt 

gasketing. 

To facilitato general maintenance of the tunnel sections, it 

was essential that the Pleg1as panels in the rectilinear sections 

be removable, This has been managcd by attachment of the Plexi1as 

with wood screws, using felt gasketing to seal the butt joints. 

C. Test scction. 

Ari effort has been made in the test section layout to retain 

simplicity of construction and stiU meet all of the required 
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specifications It was not con3idored feasible to incorporate 

special removable panels on the test section sides due to the size 

of the section. Inthad, construction has been so arranged as to 

make possible thc reiova2. of the entire top of the test section by 

the rcnovaI of six v'ing nuts on the top, and the releasing of three 

screws on each end. This ha been crraned by drilling thrce, one- 

eIghth of in inch pilot holes into the top edge of each side panel, 

LcreZing three-siteenthc of an inch machine screws into these holes 

as far a t:e scre wifl go (making certain they are tight), and 

saving the hods fror then. The top Plexiglas panel (iith holes 

drilled along its edges to natch those in the sidos) can then be 

placed in pocition and ithg nuts, rep1acin the sawed-off screw 

heads, tightened to seal the gasketed joint. Also, the top flngea 

of the adjoining sheet metal sections have slotted holes for the 

ti-iree-sixteenths of an inch screws which screi into the end of the 

top panel. These niay be unzerewed slightly, and the top panel lifted 

off when the îing nuts are removed. 

]. Tunnel mount. 

Because the mode]. tunnel is but a Loot in height, some tjpe 

of mount had to be provided to raise it to a height where it could 

be observed comfortably thile in operation. Uomover, the compara- 

tively large power input to the fan indicated the possibility of 

encountering vibrational diffeii1ties in thc event that the tunnel 

s not securely anchored. Yith these two considerations in mind, 

the tunnel baso was desigmied and built. The table top, or platform 



dLmension$ were made 96 by 43 lnches 3ince the tunnel itself is 

68 inches in length ad 29 inches in width. The table frame height 

as made 24 ±nche, leaving the table platform at a height of 27 

inches, From the ob3ervtionl standpoint it m have been better 

to have made the height greater, but the greater height would 

decrease the rigidity of the table and would, therefore, be poor 

from vibrational coridertt!on. 

One by six inch pine boards wore used for bracing arid tying 

together four, ti by twelve ±nch lmks 'thich provide the ase for 

a three-qim't,er of an inch, four by ei-ht foot pl:mod sheet. This 

plood top is secured to the planking by means of two-inch, flat 

head screws. The table raus were made from two by six inch fir, 

frora four by four Inch fir. The tunnel mount then 

assembled was anchored to the concrete floor by means of cast iron 

angles bolted to the table legs arid to the floor. The tunnel was 

mounted on the table top with one -eighth by one inch strap iron 

strIps cut to support it at various points. The tunnel was fastened 

to these strap iron suorts by means of machine screws-a thick soft 

rubber washer being placed betren the tunnel and the strap iron to 

act as a shock absorber, 

It is bel±e ved that this arrangement will cut vibrational 

characteristics to a minimimi, and will he entirely satisfactory for 

operational and visual purposes. 

'. Power suppl7. 

The power requirements for the model tunnel made it necessary 
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to install it at the airrort aeronaatical l3horatory. Except for 

this it ou1d have been r'oe de8irable and convenIent to have had 

it installed here at the campus aeronautical laboratory. 

VI CONS TR,TJCTION PROCEDtRE 

The general tunnel construction ooeration loading to the 

final asse-ib1y of the tunnel may beat ho explained by rteans of the 

following topical outline, 

.4 sic tinnel structure. 

1. Plywood-Plexiglas sections 

(a) Order ìaterial 

(h) Cut pinood to sise 

(c) iape turning posts f3r l3O degree lboi ducts 

(d) ark and drill holes for bntt joints 

(1) Pilot holee fowod acrers 

C 2) Lara holes for screw Shank5 

(e) Coun'ersink drilled holes 

(f) Tentatively assnhle Individual sections 

(g) Cut one by one inch flanges to length ar. ridter 

(h) Clamp flanges In position 

( 1) Dissemhlo iect±ons 

(2) L'IU holes for screw shanks 

(3) nrill pilot holes throuth into flanges 

(4) Countersink holes 

(5) Attach flanges by means of screws 



(i) Tentatively reassernòle individual sections 

(j) Match adjoining sections and mark mating flanges 

(k) Disassemble sections 

(1) Remove flanges 

(rn) Drill bolt holes with mating flanges clamped 

(n) Replace and glue flanjes 

(o) I'ill holes for corner vanes 

(p) Fill countersinks, irre;uiarities th wood putty 

(q) Sand and shellac ali interior plywood surfaces 

(r) Assemble plywood panels of sections 

(a) Glue aU wood-to-vood joints (vdping all excess 

glue from interior surfaces icith damp cloth) 

(t) Wax aU interior surfaces 

(u) Cut felt stripping for ELexiglas-to-ood joints 

(y) Mount corner vanes in place 

(w) Complete sectional assemblies 

(z) Cut and glue felt stripping onto flanges 

(y) Cap off all open ends wlth butcher paper th prevent 

damaging of interior surfaces 

2. Sheet metal sections 

(a) Draw specifications for each section for sheet metal 

shop 

(b) Drill holes in flanees of wood-to-netal and metal- 

to-metal sections 
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(e) Make slots in fianes for P1exiglastotal 

june tiens 

(d) Finish interior surfaces nith fine steel wool 

(e) Wax interior surfaces 

(f) Cut and glue felt stripping onto flanges 

(g) Seal open ends with butcher paper 

3. Plexiglas test section 

(a) Drill pilot holes in edges and ends of sides 

(b) Drill niatching one-fourth inch holes in top and 

bottom panels 

(e) Screw one and one-half by three-einteenth inch 

stove bolts into the top and bottoni edges of the 

sides 

(d) Cut off stove bolt heads 

(e) Cut and glue felt stripping to top and bottom 

panel junctions 

(f) Slip top and bottom panels into place 

(g) Secur3 with wing nuts 

(h) Wax interior surfaces 

(i) Seal open ends 

4. Impeller safety ring 

(a) Cut from piece of six inch pipe 

(b) Machine one face 

(e) Machine inside to 6.25 inch diaieter 
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(d) Machine other face to required length 

( e) Finish inner 6urface with steel wool 

(f) Braze sìall attachment lugs around ring periphery 

(g) 1eld large brackets along horizontal center line 

(h) Weld interior bearing support to wall 

(i) File roughness from weld joints 

13. Corner vane troduotion 

1. Large vanes 

(a) Cut to size 

(b) Fabricate dies 

(e) Heat treat to 670 degrees F. 

(d) Form in die 

(e) ke studs 

(f) Solder studs 

2 Small vanes 

(a) Cut to size 

(b) Fabricate die 

(o) Form with die 

(d) Make studs 

(e) Solder studs 
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C. Thipeller fabricatIon. 

1. Blade pattern 

(a) ako root and tip airfoil templates (NACA 4412 

airfoil sections) from alwìInum plate 

(h) Saw templates from plate 

(o) File templates to exact size 

(d) Cut piece of oak dorn to approdinate blade 

dimensions 

(e) Mount templates on oak piece 

(f) Filo and sand oak dovn to templates 

(g) Remove templates and finish tip of blade 

(h) Shape blade shank and attach 

(i) Fillet blade shank to b1de with plastic wood 

(j) Shellac and polish pattern 

2. Blade casting 

(a) Make molds 

(b) Cut and melt dovn sfrip of 24 ST aluminum sheet 

(C) Pour aluminum into molds 

(d) File and steel wool blades to proper shape, 

weight, and smoothness 

(e) Thzead shanks of blades 

:3. RetaIning rina 

(a) Cut from piece of two and one-half inch bar stock 
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(b) Machine to size 

(e) Drill and tap to thread on drive shaft 

(d) Drill and tap radial holes for blade shanks 

(e) Thread blade shanks into retaining ring and secure 

ith shank nuts 

(f) Balance impeller by removing material from ring 

periphery 

4. Shroud 

(a) Turn from piece of hardwood 

(b) Attach spirmer to leading edge of retaining ring 

(e) Attach stationary portion of shroud to bearing 

housing supports 

D. Impeller drive. 

1. Interior bearing housing 

(a) Cut from two inch bar stock 

(b) Drill and ream hole for bearing seat, leaving 

flange on one face for taking thrust 

, 
(e) Seat bearing in housing 

2. Exterior bearing housing the same, but with no provision 

for thrust 

3. Bearing mounts 

(a) Cut and bend one-eighth by one inch strap iron 
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(b) Weld strap iron to housings 

4. Shaft 

(a) Turndown shaft to bearing size on either end 

(b) Thread back to inches on the impeller end, and 

one inch on the rrtor end 

5. Installation 

(a) Screw shaft into motor d'ive shaft 

(b) Screw fan onto shaft, until the retaining ring is 

against the bearing housing 

(c) Tighten nut to hold impeller in place 

(d) Attach spinner 

(e) Mount rear portion of shroud 

(f) Pack opening ithere shaft enters tunnel 

E. Tunnel mounting. 

1. Pable frame 

(a) Cut lumber to length 

(b) Cut nortises and tenons 

(c) Drill holes for lag screws 

(d) Glue joints and tighten lag screws 



2. Table top 

(a) Cut lumber to length 

(b) Tie two by twelves to e ther with one by six 

cross -braces 

(c) Place top on table frame 

Cd) Anchor in place by running lag screws through the 

platform into the rails 

(e) Attach four by eight foot, three-fourth inch 

piywood table top with wood screws 

3. Tunnel supports 

(a) Obtain necessary base blocks 

(b) Shape to requir& size 

(c) Determine placement of blocks and mount with lag 

screws (through from underneath sido of table) 

( d) Assemble wind tunnel sections on base 

(1) iutt Í1ange together and holt 

(2) Attach necessary tunnel fasteners 

(3' ) Anchor tunnel to base blocks 

(e) Align external bearing, D-C motor (adjust stand) 

F. Poverpiant. 

1. A-C motor installation 

(a) Find 220 volt, 60 cycle, three phase power source 
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(b) Mark and drill holes in concreto floor for motor 

mount 

(e) Instail expanders and anchor motor 

(d) Make electrical eonnectons to motor from 220 volt 

source (with power switch on table, preferably) 

2. Generator and D-C motor installation 

(a) Arrange drive and mount for generator 

(b) Make necessary electrical connections from 

generator to D-C motor 

(e) Mount D-C motor on table with electrical connections 

to field rheostats 



VII. SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT 

A. DnDeller. 
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It is the author's belief that the îìpeller will prove to be 

the most troublesome element of the tunnel insta1laton, Consider- 

able time has been deveted to the development of this design, and 

to the develoitient of fabrication for its assembly. 

From purely theoretical considerations, the impeller as designed 

vdil meet ail specifications. It ïs pointed out, however that stand- 

ard equations for impefler design may not necessarily ve accurate 

results for an impeller of such small proportions . Apparently some 

scale effect factor is present and must, therefore, enter into the 

design calculations. Scale effect, in itself, is not a newly 

discovered rthenomenon. An appreciable amount of research work has 

been done on the subject. However, references wherein scale effect 

influences on impeller design are discussed are difficult to find. 

Because of th difficulty encountered at thIs point, and the resesreh 

necessary to obtain more concrete information, the author decided 

to use the standard design equations, making what seemed to be a 

reasonable allowance for this factor. For this reason, it is quite 

possible that the impeller design could be improved considerably by 

a more accurato blade stress analysis. 

As may well be imagined, the fabrication of an impefler of the 

stated specifications, vdth the available facilities and labor, was 

an almost impossible task. However, nce it was a matter ol' either 

improvising an impeller or going without, venous fabrication 



techniques were studied by the author with ar. e toward the 

practicable nature of cach. Available equipment ard labor dictated 

that the various impeller elements be made individually. For 

example, the idea of intera11y catin: the entire inpeUr as 

quickly discarded due to the lini1td fovndry facilittes and the 

skilled labor needed for making an aceirate pattern. The problem 

thus became one of developing some technique whereby the blades 

could be made oiinpiy and yet accurately. The size of the blade and 

its delicate niture indicated that recis1on casting or, more 

commonly, the "lost x" method cl' castthg should be used. A study 

of this process díscloed that Its use s restrictive, being 

practicable only whcre killecl labor and aperopriate foundry 

facilitìe$ are ailable. Due to the very thin trailing edge of the 

blade airfoil, some type of dynan±c or centrffwal casting was thought 

to be desirable. A check of foundry fac1lite showed that a 

centrifugal casting installation was being set up, but would not he 

avaìable for some time. This left only one remaining posibi1ity, 
that bin to cast the blades statically1 and then to 'urk them down 

to size-a process thich at best leaves much to be desired. To 

assure a relatively smooth ca$ting, and to make it possible for the 

molten alin to rim into the thin trailing edge portion of the 

mold, the pattern was dipped in melted paraffin, the trailing edge 

being held downward as the pattern was drawn out to give ari extra 

thick coating at this point. The resultant casthgs re accordingly 

somewhat thick, and had to be finished down so that the blade contois 
and weights were identical, or as nearly so as as physically possible. 



Other elements o the impeller cIsign and fabrication are discussed 

elsewhere in this thesis under their respective headins. 

Froììi the foregoing dIscussion it can readily be seen that the 

fabrication process used was far from the beet niethod knoin, but hs.d 

to be used under the. circuistances, Any of the other nethods 

mentioned would undoubtedly result th a rmch improved product. 

However, it is suggested that centri±'ugal castings of the b1ade3 

using a metal pattern md a pIastrofe.paris mold, be nade when 

this foundry installation is conplete. It is further suggested that 

a coercial impeller of these specifications be procured as soon as 

one becomes available, to assure maxjrnui tunnel efficiency. 

The blade angle for thIs prticulsr desi is to be approx- 

Iimtely 58 de.es from the fan rotation plane to the root chord. 

however, the greater the speed for vthich a :?ropefler ±s signed, the 

eater the angle at Thich the blades should be set (4, p.299). 

This indicates the possibility of obtaining improved impeller char- 

acteristics by changing the blade settings. It is suggested, 

therefore, that test runs he niade at various blade angles to determine 

the best possible blade setting. 

B. Power supply. 

There is a possibility that the modified rd Leonard system 

used will, under favorable conditions, have a tendency for hunting. 

Since this was considered to be a rather remote possibility, and 

since it was desired that the power system be kept as simple as 

possible, the modified system was used. If this tendency is serious 
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the author would suggest the uso of the regular Ward Leonard system 

described in section IV of this thesis. Essentially, the only 

difference is that in the latter system the generator and direct 

current motor fields are separately excited. The arrangement 

o1i'iinates the possibility of hunting since the motor and generator 

no longer operate as a syncironous unit. This change can easily 

be brought about by driving a 30 ampere, 24-30 volt, aircraft 

excitation generator with the ten horpower alternating current 

motor, and by makIng minor wiring adjuatmonts. 

VIII, REC0NDATIOIS FCF I'UTURE DELOPEIT 

A. Smoke injection. 

Airflow patterns are always of interest from an intructiona1 

viepoint. It is suggested that provisions be ìade for the injoction 

of smoke for this purpose. Separation effects can in this 'my be 

rre readily discerned than by any other means, 

B. Sheet metal diffuser. 

A total angle of divrgonce of 13. degrees and 40 minutos, or a 

divergence angle of five d'ees and 50 minutes iith the horizontal 

was used in the Shields desi. The reconded naximiuìi angle is 

three and one.'half degrees. The design as JustIfied by the 

argument that there was no d1vrgencs in the horizontal plane, 

therefore the effective divrgenco angle could be considered to be 

within the recoimnended rango. The author s not convinced that this 
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explanation is satisfactory, and contends that since 6eparation along 

any particular surface will occur at a certain anglo, even a negative 

divergent angle on the adjoining perpendicular sifaces will not 

keep that separation from occurring. It is believed that mush better 

tunnel characteristics will be obtained by replacing this diffuser 

with one corresponding more nearly to the reconended. The author, 

therefore, reconiends the building of such a section (and a buffer 

section to be inserted in the rear leg of the circuit to care for 

the elongation), if tunnel performance ch'acteristics are poor. 

Note shoiûd be made of the fact that witnessing of separation is 

impossible in this section since it is made of sheet metal. 

C. Air exchanger. 

It is noted that . Shields uiade no provision for an air 

exchanger in his tunnel design. 7nether or not an exchanger is 

necessary is a matter of conjecture. irowever, it is believed that 

there will be a tendency for the air to heat in the model tunnel 

if it is run for relatively long periods of time. If such is the 

case, some provision for tapping off a small percentage of the air 

and replacin it by cooler air should be made. The most likely 

placement for such an exchanger would be at the large end of the 

rear diffuser. 

D. General. 

As was mentioned earlier, this project was to serve a dual 

turpose; to serve as a permanent laboratory installation, as well 
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as to check the Shields' tui-rnel desig. Versatility i obtained 

from the desii feature whereby sections can be removed and replaced 

by other sections. Replacing one section would, in any event, 

require the replacement of another-.s a buffer if the change results 

in a change in length, and as a matching section if the change 

brings about a resultant change in cross section. 

It is suggested that the development and testing of this wind 

tunnel be selected as a graduate thesis project to assure a proper 

and worthwhile laboratory ins talla tlon. 
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